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Hegel’s Monism

 Each thing is an aggregate of universals

 All the things are organized in an all-inclusive self-

consistence whole

 For Hegel, there is only one reality

 Reality is an all-inclusive and self-consistent whole

 The whole is true and every stage or phase or moment is

partial and therefore, partial untrue

 Hegel’s idea of “totality” preserves within the stages

 It is not abstract monism

 For Spinoza, reality is one without many

 Manyness dissappears
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Hegel’s Monism

 Hegel believes in one-in-many or many-in-one

 It is a concrete monism

 One without many is unreal and many without one is unreal

 Reality has to be pictured as one organic whole with many

things as its members

 Hegel subscribes that reality is a system of ideas, arranged

hierarchically according to the degree of generality

 The most general idea certainly lies at the apex

 There is a reason for holding any particular idea to be the

highest idea at apex
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Hegel’s Monism

 There is no matter at all. There is the sole reality of ideas

 Ideas are organically related 

 It is possible to deduce all other ideas from any one 

given idea

 Creature

 Animal

 Man 4



Hegel’s Idealism

 Things have both reality and unreality

 Things are not as unreal as barren mothers or square

circle

 Every puff of existence, not matter however, temporal

has some reality about it

 This idea was maintained by Plato

 For Plato:

 Ideas are alone real

 Things are mere copies and they also remind us of ideas

 There is the participation of things in ideas
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Hegel’s Idealism

 Plato believes that every object has a universal form, an

ideal from which leads him as an idealistic philosopher

 However, Aristotle believes that universal forms are not

necessarily attached to each object and that each instance

of an object has to be analyzed on its own. This view

point leads to him and an empiricist philosopher

 Aristotle rejects Plato’s theory of forms which states that

properties such as beauty are abstract universal entities

that exist independent of the object themselves.

 Instead, he argues that forms are intrinsic to the objects

and cannot exist apart from them, and so must be studied

in relation to them
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Hegel’s Idealism

 For Aristotle, forms do not exist independently of things

– every form is the form of something. They are

introduced into a thing when it is made

 Reality for Hegel, is eternal, unchangeable and a

systematic whole

 Anything which comes short of this is only an appearance and

not reality

 Things of daily life are changeable and have their beginning

and end
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Hegel’s Idealism

 For Hegel, a thing is an aggregate of universals which

are the same as ideas

 For example, a table is an aggregate of solidity, heaviness,

hardness, colouredness, etc.

 A difficulty finds

 A universal is not a spatio-temporal entity which can be

sensed

 We can sense a heavy thing but not heaviness

 If a universal cannot be sensed in a spatio-temporal

frame, then it cannot be said to exist either, according to

the definition of the term ‘existence’

 So that which exists is not real, And the real does not exist
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Hegel’s Idealism

 For Hegel, appearance and reality cannot be separated 

 They are opposed and yet identical

 Existence is temporal and reality is eternal

 They have something in common that both existence and 

reality have Being

 The key concept of Hegel is identity-in-difference, or, 

difference-in-identity

 A thing may be illusory, even a delusion or a mere fiction, 

but it has some sort of isness

 For example, a centaur is a thing of fiction, but even a centaur 

has being in a world of fiction 9



Hegel’s Idealism

 In the same way heaviness, solidity and other universals

have also being

 As opposed to existence, they were credited with

shadowy subsistence

 Plato expresses the same thing metaphysically by saying

that ideas have heavenly existence

 Existence and reality both have being, but they do not

have being in the same way

 Reality is said to have an independent being but existence

has dependent being

 Ideas are real, self-existent and eternal, according to Plato 10



Hegel’s Idealism

 For Hegel, universals are regarded as thoughts

 Thought is not personal or thought of any mind at all

 Things are said to follow from thoughts in the same way

as the conclusion follows from its premises

 This can be understood in terms of Aristotle’s Form as

the moulding principle of things

 Thoughts are the causes and reasons of things and constitute

their innermost essence

 The forms of Aristotle become explicit in individual

things but within being actualized in things they remain
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Hegel’s Idealism

 Ideas of Hegel pass from the implicit to the explicit or from

bare possibilities to their actualities. So ideas are not isolated

 He subscribes to the doctrine of concrete universals, i.e., an

organic whole of universals as their constituent elements

 Rejects the Plato’s notion of abstract universals

 This whole is called the Absolute

 We can summarise the views of Hegel:

 All the things are organized in an all-inclusive self-consistent

whole

 Absolute is a storehouse of infinite possibilities which are

progressively and gradually realised in history and actual

happenings of the world 12


